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Profound UI 6 Fix Pack 3.0/3.1 Enhancements: 
 

Genie Now Supports the 5250 DUP Keyword 

 
Some green screen applications use a field-level keyword called DUP to enable quick duplication of entry fields. 

When the user presses the DUP key on a DUP-enabled field, all positions in the field after where the cursor is 

positioned are filled with asterisks. 

It looks like this: 

 

https://www.profoundlogic.com/download


 

 

 

When the screen is submitted to the program for processing, the program can check if fields have been DUP-ed 

by looking at a response indicator (for any type of field), or by checking the field data for hex code 1C in place of 

the asterisks (for character fields only). 

What happens next is entirely up to the programming logic. Usually a program will process this by storing non-

DUP user input in hidden fields as the user is entering records. Then when the user DUPs a field, the program 

automatically populates the field with the last non-DUP value that the user keyed. 

The default key mapping for DUP is Shift+Insert, but can be customized using these configuration options: 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/display/PUI/Dup+Key 

 

Genie: Browser Handles Home Key 

 
In fix pack 2.0, the home key was updated to work the same way in Genie as it would in other 5250 emulators.  

However, some customers preferred our old method of letting the browser handle the home key, in a more 

web-like fashion.  In fix pack 3.0, we added a configuration option that you can use to restore Genie’s original 

behavior. 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/display/PUI/Genie+Browser+Handles+Home+Key 

 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/display/PUI/Dup+Key
http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/display/PUI/Genie+Browser+Handles+Home+Key


More Modern Styling in PUISCREENS 
 

We have recently updated all the record formats within the PUISCREENS to use the same flat look theme that 

we’ve been shipping in the Blueprint widget set.  

Here are a couple screen shots so that you can see the differences. 

Before         After 

   

 

Before         After 

   

 

Profound UI does not automatically replace your PUISCREENS when upgrading an existing installation.  Existing 

customers, if you want to take advantage of the new look, you can recompile the PUISCREENS display file from 

the Profound UI 6 fix pack 3 source code by running the CRTDSPF command. 

 

JumpStart Field Description Transform Function 
 

We added a hook within the JumpStart generation process that gives you the ability to override the generated 

table descriptions. 

Some reasons you would want to use this hook: 

1- Change description to lower case 

2- Fix Spelling 

3- Add/Remove/Fix abbreviations 

For example, it’s not unusual in IBM i shops to have database tables with field descriptions that are abbreviated 

or all uppercase like this one: 



 

With this new feature, you can write JavaScript code that transforms these descriptions. In this case, make the 

description lowercase, but uppercase the first letter of each word.  Also, convert abbreviations like ‘num’ and 

‘cust’ to full words like ‘number’ and ‘customer’. 

 

pui.DbDescriptionTransform = function(fieldDesc) { 
  var lowerDesc = fieldDesc.toLowerCase(); 
  lowerDesc = lowerDesc.replace(/cust\b/, "customer"); 
  lowerDesc = lowerDesc.replace(/num\b/, "number"); 
  lowerDesc = lowerDesc.replace(/\b./g, function(a) { 
                return a.toUpperCase();  
              }); 
  return lowerDesc; 
 
} 
 

The \b code in the regular expressions means ‘word boundary’. 

The result looks like this: 

 

To use this hook: http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/display/PUI/Custom+JavaScript+Files 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/display/PUI/Custom+JavaScript+Files


 

Convert Grid Row Numbers to RRNs and Vice-Versa 
 

We added some new Grid methods that allow you to retrieve the Row Number for a given RRN and retrieve the 

RRN for a given Row Number.  With these methods, you could mimic an Excel like experience (such as using the 

Arrow keys up/down to move to the cells directly above or below). 

1) Get the RRN based on the Row -- 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=44794197 

2) Get the Row based on RRN -- 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=44794198 

 

Along with that, we enhanced the scrollToRow API so that it too will return the RRN of the scroll to row. 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=15728644 

 

Atrium: Allow Library List When Calling Rich Displays 

 
Prior to this release, when you define an Atrium menu item that runs a Rich Display application, the “Display file 

program library” had to be a library name. With this release, you can use the special value of *LIBL and Atrium 

will call the first program found in the library list as defined in the Library List for Rich Display File Applications 

setting for the user or group. With this enhancement, customers can move the program and Rich Display objects 

through the usual development lifecycle (e.g. development library, test library, and production library) without 

having to change the Atrium configuration for each menu item at each stage. 

 
 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=44794197
http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=44794198
http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=15728644


Image Widget Can Load from a BLOB 

 
Modern databases provide the ability to store binary data in columns called Binary Large Objects (BLOB for 

short).  Customers often use a BLOB to store images that they’d like to view in the browser, but in older releases 

of Profound UI you had to manually write code to retrieve the BLOB data and store it in the IFS before it could 

be displayed.  With Profound UI 6 fix pack 3, the image widget can open and view a BLOB directly. 

In this example, the image of a product is stored in a BLOB column named PRIMAGE in the PRODMASP table.  I 

can configure the image widget properties as shown to display it: 

 

 

When run, the image contents are loaded from the BLOB and displayed in the image widget: 

 

 

 



Added Grid Ability to Sort Multiple Columns  

 
We’ve added a new capability to sort multiple columns simultaneously. This useful feature gives users more 

control over how data is presented on screen.  

Users can set sort directions and set the primary sort column, secondary sort column, etc. Multi-sorting works 

for all grids, and many require no changes to take advantage of this feature. If a grid already has “Sort” enabled, 

then simply right-clicking a column heading and picking the new “Sort…” option displays a dialog for setting 

multi-sorting. 

 

Once columns are chosen, clicking the checkmark sorts the data. 

 

That’s it! Each sorted column indicates that it is part of a sort via a triangle icon. 

  



Miscellaneous Visual Designer Enhancements 
 

 

• The Files tab now shows icons for common file types (like JavaScript, JSON, CSS, etc.).  

• The Save button is now only enabled when something in the editor has actually changed. 

 

 

The code editor now provides dark mode, along with the previous light mode. The Edit tab now contains buttons 

for toggling between the light and dark themes. 

 



 

Pasting items in the Visual Designer now behaves more intuitively than before. When right clicking and choosing 

Paste, items are now positioned at the origin of the right click. When pasting into grids or layouts, the pasted 

item is now placed inside the grid/layout, as opposed to on top of it, if the grid or layout is selected when the 

paste occurs. 

 

Mobile Photo Capture Enhancements 
 

For mobile applications, the pui.capturePhoto API has been expanded to accept any configuration option that 

the underlying camera plugin allows. For example, the forward-facing camera can now be used, whereas before 

this change the options were more restricted. 

More details can be found here: www.profoundlogic.com/docs/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=8519752 

 

 

Responsive Layout Editor Improvements 
 

The responsive layout editor can now add descriptive names to containers to assist in design. 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=8519752


  

These descriptors help users keep track of the different layout containers and their expected purpose. Names 

can be set within the Responsive Layout Editor for ease, and the names appear on the design canvas when set: 

 

(Note: The container names will not appear in the running program.) 

 

  



Easier Drag and Drop for Side-by-Side Grids 
 

We’ve made it easier to drag items from one grid into another nearby grid. Before, records could not be 

dropped until the dragged proxy image was dragged entirely outside of the original grid. That made it difficult to 

drag with wide grids, which had wide proxy images. Now, wherever the mouse is, that dragged record can be 

dropped, even when the proxy image is over both grids. 

 

 

New Grid API, isColumnHidden 
 

With a recent improvement, users can hide columns in grids. Programmers may want certain actions to work 

only on visible columns, and the isColumnHidden API allows distinguishing between visible and hidden columns. 

The context menu showing hidden/shown columns is shown below. 

 

An example code segment below demonstrates displaying which columns are hidden: 



 

 

New JumpStart Template Variables 
 

New template variables have been added to JumpStart, giving programmers more flexibility when generating 

templates. With the new file-type variables, the template can know the type of file selected in JumpStart: 

whether it is a logical file, an SQL view, or neither. Depending on the file type, templates can be set to generate 

application code one way for one file type and another way for a different file type.  

Below is sample output from a template using the new variables: 

  

Programmers are also given the number of fields in each file, the description of the file object, and the long SQL 

name for a file if it has one: 



 

 

Updates to Profound UI Work with Spooled Files 
 

There were some small changes made to the Profound UI Work with Spooled Files (PUIWRKSPLF) utility.  These 

are: 

• Added separate buttons for downloading vs, viewing PDF and text spooled files 

• The download buttons replace the old “View Inline” setting, which has been removed. 

• The “Create Date” and “Create Time” columns have been combined into a single column to improve 

sorting 

• The generated file name used when downloading a file has more information in it. 

 

 

  



 

Profound.js 4.10.0 Enhancements 
 

Git Integration for Profound.js IDE 
 

The Profound.js IDE now features seamless integration with Git, the popular free/open source version control 

system. Users can now create Git repositories in the workspace, manage changes, make commits, integrate with 

GitHub, and more -- all without leaving the IDE. 

 

Git integration is available in the Profound.js IDE for Windows, Mac, and Linux. Support is planned for IBM i in 

the future. 

For more information, see the documentation here: 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/display/PUI/Git+Integration 

 

Profound.js Docker Image 
 

Profound.js is now available as a Docker image via Docker Hub. Docker is a tool designed for creating, deploying, 

and running applications by using OS-level virtualization technology called containers. Docker Hub is a cloud-

based repository in which Docker users and partners create, test, store and distribute container images. 

Launching a Profound.js instance in a container is now as simple as running one Docker command. For example, 

to start a container running the latest version of Profound.js: 

docker run -d --name profoundjs -p 8081:8081 profoundlogic/profoundjs 

 

The Docker Hub repository will be updated continually as new Profound.js releases become available. For more 

information, visit the Profound.js repository page on Docker Hub here: 

https://hub.docker.com/r/profoundlogic/profoundjs 

http://www.profoundlogic.com/docs/display/PUI/Git+Integration
https://hub.docker.com/r/profoundlogic/profoundjs

